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Abstract 
The aim of the present study is to investigate the effect of lateral divergence of 
streamlines on the laminar-turbulent transition zone characteristics. There are 
many parameters associated with a general three-dimensional(3D) boundary 
layer flow, like streamline divergence/convergence, streamline curvature and 
pressure gradient. Here, the effect of lateral streamline straining is isolated by 
designing a constant pressure duct with diverging side walls ancl converging 
roof; the measuring surface is a smooth flat plate which forms the hottom wall 
of the duct. Major emphasis of the study is on sy~nrnetrically diverging flows; 
some studies are also done for asyinmetrically diverging flows. 
There are many models availal?le for studyi~lg the transition zone and one 
of t l~em is the linear combination model. This model is perhaps one of the 
simplest models available and it is known to work very well in a wide variety of 
two-dimensional(2D) flow situations. In the present study, we use this model 
to study the transition zone in the laterally diverging constant pressure flow. 
Lanlinar boundary layer clevelopmeut a d  transitional illter~nittency dis- 
tribution have been measured, a i d  together with the experimental results of 
laterally diverging constant pressure turbulent boundary layers available in the 
literature, these constitute the inputs to the linear conlbinatioil nlodel which is 
used to predict the transitional boundary layer developrnei~t. 
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A similarity solution has been obtained for the lanlinar bounclary layer de- 
velopment in laterally diverging constant pressure flow; the velocity profile is 
predicted to be the Blasius profile just as in 2D constant pressure flow. The 
effect of lateral streamline straining, however, is fou~ld to manifest i n  thinning 
the boundary layer as compared to the corresponding 2D flow. By means of 
a transformation which is similar to the Mangler transformation, the laterally 
diverging flow has been transformed to a corresponding 2D flow; the underlying 
similarities between the laterally diverging flow and the corresponding 2D flow 
are clearly brought out by this transformation. This transformation is used 
to predict the laminar and turbulent boundary layer growths in the constant 
pressure laterally diverging flow and the predictions are in very good agreement 
with the experiments. 
The 'concentrated brealcdown hypothesis', used for 2D constant pressure 
flow, is extended to the laterally diverging constant pressure flow. For stream- 
wise distances not very large from the leading edge of the flat plate, the in- 
termittency distribution for the laterally diverging constant pressure flow is 
found to follow the universal intermittency distribution which is valid for the 
corresponding 2D flow; this theoretical result is in excellent agreement with tihe 
measurements. 
By a linear combination of laminar and turbulent velocity profiles, and with 
intermittency as the weighting factor, the mean transitional velocity is pre- 
dicted. The prediction by the linear co~nbination model is found to be in good 
agreement with the measurements. The prediction of other integral quantities 
associated with a transitional boundary layer, obtained from the linear com- 
bination model, is also in good accord with measurements. 
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In summary, the present investigation Las  sllown that there are strong sim- 
ilarities between the laterally diverging flow and the corresponding 2D flow in 
laminar, turbulent and transition zones. The linear combination model, which 
is known to work well for 2D flows works as well for the laterally diverging flow. 
